AN HATECH SERVICE BRIEF

DevOps SME
OnDemand
Leverage our expertise to move fast, and not
break things – and, ultimately, deliver the best
user experience at the lowest cost.

IMAGINE ACHIEVING...

46x
46 times more
frequent code
deployments

440x
440 times faster
lead time from
commit to
deploy

96x
96 times faster
mean time to
recover from
downtime

5x
5 times lower
change failure
rate

THAT’S WHAT TOP PERFORMING DEVOPS ORGANIZATIONS DO.

AND YOU CAN, TOO
Maybe you have a DevOps culture within your organization
but need help solving a particular challenge or realizing a
particular opportunity. Or maybe you’ve engaged HATech
to help develop a DevOps culture and now need a periodic
touchpoint and expert availability.
Either way, if you’re looking for help
• implementing a new technology
• building a custom DevOps pattern
• completing a project on a tight deadline
• bridging an expertise gap after losing an employee
• integrating a newly acquired business’s infrastructure
then DevOps SME On Demand is for you.
With HATech’s DevOps SME OnDemand, you get access to a
dedicated team of DevOps experts – your Integrated Account
Team (IAT) – monthly reports and recommendations your
IAT can help you implement, a library of training documents
and videos, and (for cloud clients) a library of proven DevOps
patterns.
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DEVOPS SME ONDEMAND ENABLES YOU TO:

MOVE FASTER
Improve the speed of
your pipeline. Leverage a
DevOps SME OnDemand
to help implement CI/CD
and automation, which can
allow your developers to
write a little bit of code and
have that code proved and
pushed into production as
fast as possible. No more
waiting for one big yearly
release – because by then
the market has already
moved on. When you can
put code into production
more often – either
releasing new features
and functionality to meet
customer demand or fixing
a bug – you can get, and
keep, significant advantage
against your competitors.

ENSURE
AVAILABILITY &
PERFORMANCE
Your developers focus on
getting new features out the
door as quickly as possible,
because that’s what your
customers are asking for.
Your HATech DevOps SME
OnDemand can help you
ensure that you have built
in resiliency so that if your
cloud provider has an
outage in your region, you
don’t lose your entire site
(yes, it happens). Your SME
OnDemand can also help
you ensure that you’re load
testing the application to
ensure it can withstand
spikes in usage and
monitoring to ensure a fast
user experience.

ENSURE BEST
PRACTICES
DevOps isn’t new, but
many companies are still in
very early stages, and best
practices are still evolving.
What many companies need
is a partner who can say
“This is how it’s done. This
is why it’s done this way.” A
DevOps SME OnDemand
from HATech is that partner.
The same concept applies
to technology selection.
For any given business
issue, there is a range of
technologies to address it. A
lot of companies get choice
paralysis and can really
use help sorting through
the options, with a level of
process rigor that ensures
the optimal selection.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED
;; Business process improvement

;; Cloud strategy

;; Organizational transformation

;; Technology proofs of concepts (POCs)

;; Cultural transformation

;; Test and automation strategy

;; Mentoring and training

;; Product management team
augmentation

;; Staff resourcing
;; Technical leadership

;; CI/CD strategy

;; Technical strategy

DEVOPS SME ONDEMAND TOOLCHAIN
DevOps SME OnDemand is about helping you move fast and not break things – ultimately,
helping you deliver the best user experience at the lowest cost. To make that happen, we have
a range of technology partners we leverage, plus deep and wide experience across all public
cloud platforms.

AT EVERY STAGE OF YOUR DEVOPS JOURNEY

From getting your product
to your customers to
gearing up for investment,
focus on what you’re
good at. Your DevOps
SME OnDemand team
will help you deliver faster,
maintain quality, simplify
deployments, and reduce
development cycle time.
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Now that you’ve achieved
some early wins, it’s time
to focus on accelerating
delivery – and stability
and reliability. Through
prioritization, product
focus, and CI/CD, your
DevOps SME OnDemand
team will guide and
mentor your internal
team, empowering your
organization to go fast and
break less.

You did it! But with growth
success comes new
challenges: competitors,
investors, shareholders,
customers. It becomes
increasingly difficult to
maintain the agile culture
that provided the catalyst
for success. Your DevOps
SME OnDemand team will
help you institutionalize
DevOps at scale across
your organization.

VALUE REALIZED

2000% INCREASE IN
RELEASE CADENCE
Knowing that the future
of banking software would
be based in the cloud and
challenged with a need to
move faster and support
1000% growth, payment
processor Exactuals turned to
longtime partner HATech to
help redesign the application
platform. Led by their HATech
SMEs, Exactuals deployed
their business on Amazon
Web Services to fulfill the
on-demand capabilities and
scaling needs their business
plan called for. The end result:
a 2000% increase in release
cadence, and heightened
ability to deliver seamlessly
for the customer.
Read more

MOBILE-FIRST APP
TAKES CX TO A
WHOLE NEW LEVEL
In an increasingly
competitive market, Micone
Staffing was looking to build
a platform that could provide
the flexibility required to add
new tools and capabilities
quickly – to keep pace with
the fast-changing market
and realize competitive
advantage through customer
experience. The HATech
DevOps SME team took
the lead building the CI/CD
pipeline around the AWS
Amplify framework, with
all supporting components
deployed using HATech’s
templated patterns. Now,
feature development is
literally happening at the
speed of ideation.
Read more

OPTIMIZED
USER EXPERIENCE
Before engaging with an
HATech DevOps SME, this
e-commerce company
wasn’t properly load
testing or stress testing the
application. The code would
go out, and a very modest
number of users would start
to use their website, and it
would cause the website
to respond so slowly that
it would negatively impact
the experience for the users
on the website. The client
didn’t realize what was
happening. Implementing
business-driven monitoring,
the DevOps SMEs helped the
client see when users were
experience site performance
issues, and remediate those
issues – before users left for
another vendor.
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WHY HATECH

OUR DEPTH
AND WIDTH OF
EXPERIENCE

YOUR OWN
INTEGRATED
ACCOUNT TEAM

WE’RE VENDOR
AGNOSTIC

A wide range of customer
consulting projects has given
HATech a unique depth
and width of expertise.
When you’re focused on
a particular application, it
can be hard to keep pace
with new best practices
and technologies. We know
about them probably before
they’re even made public. So,
you do what you do well, and
rely on a dedicated team of
DevOps SMEs OnDemand to
fill in the blanks.

Relying on one superstar
DevOps SME – whether
internal or through a
partner – can be risky
business. With HATech’s
DevOps SME OnDemand
you’ll have access to an
Integrated Account Team,
not just one individual. Your
SME(s) have an entire team
behind them they can call
on to supplement their own
experience and expertise.
And so someone’s sick day
doesn’t leave you in the
lurch.

At most DevOps consulting
firms, success is owed to
a single platform partner.
At HATech, we have built
strong vendor partnerships
over the years, which
benefit you through the
depth of expertise we
have developed. Yet still
we remain technology
agnostic and maintain
our commitment to
recommending the best
technology tools to meet
your particular needs.
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READY TO MOVE FAST AND NOT BREAK THINGS?
Let’s have a conversation about how we can make it happen.

hatech.io

sales@hatech.io

PHOENIX, AZ

LAS VEGAS, NV

480.378.2844

702.805.0326

350 South Mill Ave. Ste B-201
Tempe, AZ 85281

2471 W Horizon Ridge Pkwy Ste 100
Henderson, NV 89052

